Students at
DATE taking part in
Pink Day for
Homecoming Week.
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PASSING
THETORCH
The natural order of life demands that all things born must eventually
die, but not before new seeds are planted and the torch of life is passed
on. In a less dramatic fashion, these same principles should be mocked
when it comes to the passing of all things from one torch bearer to the
next. Whether that is a family tradition, a cultural identity, knowledge or
know-how, all people seek to empower their next generation with
advantage and a good place to grow in the world.
So is the case with education and perhaps all things could somehow
fall under that category. The question at hand becomes what torch are we
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passing on. Is it a torch of ignorance, ill founded tradition or is it a flame
of progress, based on not only monetary or material gain, but based on
sustainable principles that can be replicated and sustained over time? It is
our duties as adults, teachers, leaders and bearers of the torch to purify the
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goblin lore we've become so accustomed
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to in our commercial celebration. What
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better time to self evaluate and see where
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we each stand in Passing our own torches
to the next.
J. Dodd Jr - Executive Director

Dekalb Academy
of Technology &

STEM@

Environment, also
known as DATE, is a
leading Charter school
in Dekalb County and
one of the few honing

STEAM Teams is honored to enter another year as the STEAM
partner of choice with Dekalb Academy of Technology & Environment

Jerone Dodd Jr (left) is
the Founder and Executive

Part of our job at

Director for STEAM Teams

Charter School. Middle School, students entered into the CTAE (Career

STEAM Teams is to

Academics, LLC. He is

Technical and Agricultural Education) path will now have the chance to

not only find

also the CEO for Universal

leadership continues

learn advanced skills in fields such as Digital Media, 3D Animation and

interesting courses

Phoenix Group and an

to push the limits with

Solar Energy. K through 4th graders will have Robotics classes, which

and things to teach,

avid serial entrepreneur.

focus on many of the fundamentals of robotics and engineering.

but to make the

STEM Certification
credentials. DATE's

ambitious goals of
becoming one of the
top 10 charter schools
in the nation. Headed
since its inception by
Morehouse Alum, Dr.
Maury Wills, DATE
has taken a

lessons fun and

DATEPRODUCTIONS

enjoyable. We have
a strong focus in
making sure that
students have the
opportunity to

progressive approach

engage in hands on

to engaging its

projects in an

students with a

interactive

plethora of STEM

environment. We

related programming.

want to challenge
our students to go

SOLARSCIENCEPROJECTS
Students in the 7th and 8th grade Solar class have been
busy doing a variety of projects. Recently, the classes
learned how to make a solar oven out of simple
materials. Equipped with a pizza box, scissors, aluminum
foil and a few other materials, students worked in teams
to produce functional solar ovens. The ovens will be put
to a test on a sunny day to cook chocolate smores.
The current project is developing a rainwater catchment
system, which the students will build from scratch.

above and beyond
what is expected
and develop a
passion for their
interests. We look
forward to assisting
students reach their
potential in various
STEM competitions
throughout the year.

8th grade CTAE
students working in
groups to produce a
solar oven made out of a
pizza box.

Jaron Gifts has been
a much welcomed
Member to the Robotics
Team and hails from
Georgia State
University. Mr. Gifts has
several years
experience teaching.

Digital Media
Instructors Sharee

ROBOTICS
STEAM Teams' Robotics @ DATE has shifted
gears with a new group of students to go
through the Lego's WeDo curriculum, which
gives the students a chance to participate in
small groups and create their own robots.
Of significance is how the Engineering
Process is infused in the curriculum, so
students understand the basic principles of
Robotics as it applies to Engineering. This
includes the use of hardware, software and
coding. Students get the chance to build
and test out their creations. They also learn
about teamwork and the interdependence
of a team. Our Robotics students proudly
display their work and represent
themselves in a professional manner. We
are excited to continue to reach all of the
Elementary Students at DATE and also
provide support for the Dekalb Tech Fair
coming this Winter.
Dr. Lee returns for another promising year
and has been a senior judge at many
science school fairs. One example is her
invitation to be a judge at the prestigious
Intel ISEF (Intel International Science &
Engineering Fair), which is the world's
largest international science pre-college fair.

Hereford (left) and Likisha
Griffin (right) are no
stranger to any aspect of
digital media, both

Dr. Lee demonstrating how to
assemble one robot to students
(below). Lego WeDo has a wide range
of physical and digital educational
resources that encourage students to
think creatively, reason systematically
and release their potential to shape
their own future.

seasoned instructors and
professionals.
STEAM Teams

3CRAZY-SIMPLEWAYS
TOMAKEYOURPERSONALBRANDSTANDOUT

has partnered with
NSBE to bring some
exciting programming
to the students at
DATE as well as
Metro Atlanta as a

Our Robotics department will also assist in
the coaching of a Elementary/Middle School
team to enter the First Lego League
Robotics competition sponsored by the
CTAE (Career Technical & Agricultural
Education) Department.

Thanks to the huge popularity of social and digital media,
there has never been a better time to brand yourself and
create an excellent first impression. After all, you?re doing such
an awesome job marketing your company, isn?t it about time
you spent a little time marketing yourself?

whole.
We will provide
support for the STEM
programming and
Competition portions
of the program. NSBE

Read more here: https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/276337

Professionals will also

Source: Entreprenuer.com

regularly attend,
providing Career and
Leadership services
and classes. Students
will have the
opportunity to receive
scholarships to travel
to Regional and
National events.
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throughout the

" WEAREABLETO

BUILDTHROUGH
SUCHANALLIANCE"

southeast region.
He attended
Morehouse College
Emmanuel Kimathi

One thing that is often overlooked in terms of
effective education is the implications that cultural
tradition plays on learning styles and the importance
it plays in any group's self identity. One of STEAM
Teams' foundational pillars is infusing cultural and
artistic awareness in the big scheme of things and
balancing or grounding progress with sustainable
projections and processes. A recent visit to the
Gentillyfest in New Orleans, LA to visit and support
local arts and cultural education partner, NOSACONN

is a Licensed Solar
Electrical Professional
and is the Director of
the Solar Science
Program with STEAM
Teams. With over
twelve years of
experience in the
electrical industry, he
has provided
curriculum based
training on solar
power and electrical
theory, in partnership
with Advanced Power
& Energy. He
currently works as a
Project Manager and

(New Orleans South Africa Connection), proved a
pivotal move in advancing STEAM Team's goals of
expanding STEAM programming to new markets that
fit its growth strategy. NOSACONN was founded in
1998 by Damon Batiste of the well known music
family in New Orleans. The company has exhibited
years of musical and cultural facilitation in and
around New Orleans as well as different parts of

Lead Electrician for a
Solar EPC Firm based

on an athletic
scholarship, and
also graduated
from the
Independent
Electrical
Contractors (IEC) in

Journeyman and
Advanced Motor
Controls
certifications.
Emmanuel is
passionate about
educating and
teaching his trade
to others and
enjoys technical
writing. He is also
a fictional writer,
music producer,

in Alpharetta, GA.

and lifelong

Emmanuel has

practitioner of

overseen the

martial arts.

installation of over
10 MegaWatts of solar
power

Ugandan group Dance

2012 with

of Hope performed heartfelt

Africa.

tunes and dance (above);
Cultural wears highlighted

"For us, we evaluated NOSACONN's history and
positioning within New Orleans and thought it a
no brainer to explore what types of opportunities
we could uncover for the betterment of not only
our organizations, but more importantly the
youth we serve and the infrastructure we are
able to build through such an alliance," iterated
Executive Director, J. Dodd Jr.

the Gentillyfest in classic
New Orleans fashion
(below).
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Digital Dance Culture and

Lif est yle M edia Expan sion

partners have embarked on a
Instagram's rise to dominance in the social media

When Menfes

windfall of the past 5 years has escalated to their

Interactive was

categorical direction of audiences to create an even

established in
2010, my partner
(Jerone Dodd) and I

playing field for generating followers and distributing
user

journey to express the true

world and
webs with

mainstream, digital

concrete

care. The mini markets of popular urban dance don't have the proper outlets to deem

entire world knows

foundation for our

them a mass market trend to stay rich and potent. The support of artists in unified
groups become more common everyday but the process is slow when the artists

that America is full of

don't have a platform to control. The expansion of lifestyle media and trends into

dance cultures like

smaller sectors would allow for Instagram to become an independent industrial

mine. Our ability to

promotional market for thriving social media trend setters via their own market

affect the artistic

industry. I had

segmented platform. Moreover, the making of Digital Dance Challenge is for the

minds of youth is

finished my first

advancement of popular art in the technological space to draw in creators and

continuous and we

book, The Jook,

producers that will eternalize urban performing art in several different artistic market

must aim to progress

spaces.

our efforts to

organic historical
analysis and dance
manual breaking
down the culture
and style of
Memphis Urban
Dance from the

and Performing Arts.

custom profiles bear an important question; Is there

trends into longevity. It would be easy to say they are capable but not easy to say they

which provided an

competencies in Digital Media

created entertainment. Their vast world of clustered

to create a

get into the gaming

offering talent discovery, STEM

place in the gaming

enough room for mass media platforms to satisfy the smaller clusters of popular

digital world but to

Challenge as a platform

definitely has its

saw no other way

position in the

potential of Digital Dance

Street dance

entertainment ,
especially after the

The particular roles played on social networks involve the type of person you

opportunities. Our

would like to be perceived as rather than requiring one to apply the title to their social
activity for digital progression and real rewards. Allowing users to take on a

advancement is

Youtube and a Memphis

increasing viewers and competitors. Social role players have existed since the dawn of
social networking, but their activities have not been tended to because of the vast
categorical themes of social medians. Preparing a platform that allows users to specifically
take action in their roles will occupy and rewards users while providing them with a
tangible purpose for their activities.

Social media has many sectors of entertainment trends that regularly cater to specific
audiences. In our world today, internet producers must monetize content by working with
Google to generate ad revenue and leads to self-made products. This is not feasible for all
users that have talent and are capable of recognition. Digital Dance Challenge will
intervene in this vicious cycle by providing a platform for all users to earn in-game

directly tied to their
street dancer to go viral on

balance between participation and reward, the user will find himself in a world of different

M edia Sect or Ran k in g

drive for change and

Daniel Price is the first

social networks but with interactive features that allot perks for participation. By creating a

virtual competitions that all push the goal of strengthening the digital dance market with

advance urban youth

Social Role Playin g

manufactured role that is programmed to allow the users to act how they normally act on

opportunity to
succeed from the

rankings based on their role participation. Aiming to assist dancers in their careers and
lifestyles, DDC has a purpose to liberate users from having to start at the bottom of social
media when they go on Instagram or other popular networks. From the dancer to the
viewer, we want users to be recognized for their loyalty to their own progression and the

Jookin Legend. He is also

root of their own

progression of the network. By allowing all users to compete on every aspect of the site's

1980?s to the

the President of Menfes

society.

activities will initiate this social media crossover into mass effect. Users will now have a

present.

Interactive's Dance

daily activity to participate that directly reflects their lifestyle transforming their life on

Technology and the COO of

Instagram into a career journey instantly when they hit the share button.

Digital Dance Culture, LLC.
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UPCOMING
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STEAM Teams started in 2016 as an incubator
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project within Universal Phoenix Group, LLC, a global
consulting firm involved in the Technology, Athletics,
Entertainment, Marketing and Educational verticals.
STEAM Teams Academics, LLC was founded in 2017
and involves industry professionals, educators,
community organizations and teacher and parent
committees. Our mission is to enable career
discovery in STEM fields through programming which
embraces a holisitc educational approach and aligns
with client and organizational standards and goals.
We seek to not only teach, but show the students we
are able to touch, the business side of various STEM
industries and encourage entrepreneurial pursuits as
well.

OURPARTNERS
175 Carnegie Pl, Ste 109
Fayetteville, GA 30214
fax+1-770-790-0038
www.steamteams.org
info@steamteams.org
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